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Section 1:  Rethinking Small-

Group Methodology

Big Idea #1:  Think from the Inside Out

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Take care of those on the inside 

first.

2. Reality:  Small groups that focus on serving their own 

members rather than on reaching out to others quickly 

become inward focused and stagnant.

3. Paradigm shift:  Think from the outside in, not from the 

inside out. (Think:  5 concentric circles.)



Section 1:  Rethinking Small-

Group Methodology

Big Idea #2:  Think Larger…Not Smaller

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Smaller groups lead to increased 

intimacy, deeper relationships, and more significant 

growth.

2. Reality:  Groups with 7 members or fewer are difficult to 

lead and more likely to fail, which means they have little 

to no chance of fostering healthy relationships or 

spiritual growth, while groups of 12-15 people do both 

more effectively.

3. Paradigm shift:  Consider attendance patterns & build 

bigger groups.



Section 1:  Rethinking Small-

Group Methodology

Big Idea #3:  Think Friends…Not Intimacy

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Small groups are a place where 

intimate relationships are formed.

2. Reality:  Small groups are a place where new friendships 

are formed.

3. Paradigm shift:  Consider carefully the purpose of your 

groups.  Principle—Allow casual friendships to develop 

without feeling a need to force intimacy.



Section 2:  Rethinking Small-

Group Structure

Big Idea #4:  Think Short-Term…Not Long-Term

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Small groups should last 

anywhere from 18 months to eternity.

2. Reality:  The ideal length for a small group is 10 to 12 

weeks.  (Use a semester-based system.)

3. Paradigm shift:  People grow over short periods of time 

(stress).  Then they need to rest (release).  After the 

period of rest, they can grow again (stress), and the 

growth cycle continues.



Section 2:  Rethinking Small-

Group Structure

Big Idea #5:  Think Promotion Months…Not Ongoing 

Sign-Ups

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Small groups sign-ups should be 

ongoing, so people can get involved at any time.

2. Reality:  A shorter, focused sign-up period increases 

small-group participation.

3. Paradigm shift:  A promotion month creates a unified 

sense of excitement and urgency that leads to sign-ups.



Section 2:  Rethinking Small-

Group Structure

Big Idea #6:  Think Church of Small Groups…Not 

with Small Groups

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Small groups are just one of 

many programs that the church offers to its attenders.

2. Reality:  Small groups are exponentially more effective 

when they stand alone, rather than having to compete 

with other church programs.

3. Paradigm shift:  If you give people too many options, 

their involvement will be so spread out that you won’t 

have their full participation or momentum in any one 

area.



Section 3:  Rethinking Small-

Group Strategy

Big Idea #7:  Think Easy…Not Hard

1. Conventional Wisdom:  People are willing to go through 

a multiple-step process to join a small group.

2. Reality:  One-step sign-ups, which make getting into a 

group faster, easier, and less intimidating, will greatly 

increase the number of people who decide to join a 

group.  We live in an “easy” culture.

3. Paradigm shift:  With every step you add to the sign-up 

process, you are going to lose a percentage of 

participation.



Section 3:  Rethinking Small-

Group Strategy

Big Idea #8:  Think Ahead…Not Behind

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Thinking about upcoming small 

groups a month out gives you plenty of time to plan and 

prepare.

2. Reality:  For groups to be successful, you need to start 

planning and preparing four months in advance of their 

start date.

3. Paradigm shift: “If you don’t think ahead, you are going 

to fall behind.” Average leaders focus on what happens 

next.  Extraordinary leaders focus on what happens after 

what happens next.



Section 3:  Rethinking Small-

Group Strategy

Big Idea #9:  Think Full Staff Participation…Not Staff 

Specialist

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Have a small group specialist on 

staff who runs the system so that no one else has to 

worry about it.

2. Reality:  Every person on staff needs to have a part in 

small groups, especially the lead pastor.

3. Paradigm shift:  Your church’s attitude toward small 

groups will be a direct reflection of the senior pastor’s 

attitude.  People will know what is important by what 

you do, not by what you say.



Section 4:  Rethinking Small-

Group Leadership

Big Idea #10:  Think Apprentice…Not Expert

1. Conventional Wisdom:  Group leaders need to be 

biblically knowledgeable, longtime Christians and must 

undergo extensive training in order to lead a group 

effectively.

2. Reality:  Serving as an apprentice/coordinator in a group 

will prepare potential leaders to lead a life-changing 

small group on their own, regardless of how long they’ve 

been Christians or what their level of training and 

expertise.

3. Paradigm shift:  Group leaders are facilitators.



Section 4:  Rethinking Small-

Group Leadership

Big Idea #11:  Think Decentralization…Not Staff 

Control

1. Conventional Wisdom:  To ensure successful groups, 

paid staff must be in control.

2. Reality:  Groups will multiply faster and be healthier 

when you trust God with your volunteer leaders and 

trust your volunteer leaders with your people.

3. Paradigm shift:  As long as you have complete control 

over you system, you will only be able to go to a certain 

level before you plateau.  You can structure for control or 

you can structure for growth, but not both.



Section 4:  Rethinking Small-

Group Leadership

Big Idea #12:  Think Leader Multiplication…Not 
Group Multiplication

1. Conventional Wisdom:  The best way to increase the 
number of small groups in a church is to split existing 
groups.

2. Reality:  Through the semester-based system and the 
practice of apprenticing, you can multiply groups 
naturally by multiplying leaders.

3. Paradigm shift:  Multiply groups by identifying leaders.  
No one wants to split something they’ve become 
comfortable in.  But everyone wants to raise up 
something new.



PART 2:  The Activate 

Methodology

FORM

FACILITATE

FOCUS



The Activate System

S New ideas pass through three periods:

1.  It can’t be done.

2.  It probably can be done, but it’s not worth doing.

3.  I knew it was a good idea all along!!

--Arthur Clark



The Activate System

S Good ideas are common.  What’s 

uncommon are people who’ll work hard 

enough to bring them about.

--Ashleigh Brilliant



The Activate System

S The ability to convert ideas to things is 

the secret of  outward success.

--Henry Ward Beecher



The Activate System

S To get started we need to take the 12 BIG IDEAS 
and break them up into four manageable calendar-
based steps:

Focus

Form

Fill

Facilitate



ONE “F” PER MONTH

January—Fill

February—
Facilitate

March—Focus*

April—Form

May—Fill

June--Facilitate

July—Focus*

August—Form

September—Fill

October—Facilitate

November—Focus*

December--Form



The Activate System

Spring Semester—February to April

Summer Semester—June to August

Fall Semester—October to December



The Activate System

Step 1:  Focus.  Determine the philosophy, strategy, 
goals and calendar for your upcoming small-group 
semester. 

Step 2:  Form.  Recruit leaders, choose curricula, and 
confirm the day, time and location of all groups.  

Step 3:  Fill.  Sign up people for groups through 
directed promotion.  Give them the options to sign up 
at the Sunday service or online.  

Step 4:  Facilitate.  Begin and maintain groups while 
equipping and encouraging leaders.  



F1:  Focusing Your Groups

Focus—3 months out of every year are set 

aside as Focus months.  Why?

1. You can never start planning too early.

2. You’ll end up in a time crunch if you 

don’t start planning three months out.



F1:  Focusing Your Groups

5 Aspects of  Focus:

Focus Step #1—Evaluate

Focus Step #2—Set Your Calendar

Focus Step #3—Set Your Goals

Focus Step #4—Set Your Structure

Focus Step #5—Build Your List



F2:  Forming Your Groups

To consider a group formed, you need to 
verify and approve answers to the 
following:

1. Who is the leader?

2. What is the topic/study?

3. Where will the group meet?

4. When will the group meet?



F2:  Forming Your Groups

4 Form Steps:

Form Step #1—Make the Big Ask

Form Step #2—Set Your Structure

Form Step #3—Build Your List



1.  One-Step Sign-Ups

2.  Teaching on the Power of 

Small Groups

3.  Testimonies, Videos, and 

Dramas

4.  Small-Group Info Table

5.  Targeting Specific Info 

Tables

6.  The Church Wide Campaign

7.  Newsletters and Mailings

8.  Selling the Previously Sold

9.  Promoting Groups to 
Newcomers

10.  Creating Urgency

11.  No Sign-Up Left Behind



F4:  Facilitating Your Groups

5 Facilitating Principles:

1. Training Group Leaders

2. Structuring the First Group Meeting

3. Conducting Week-to-Week Facilitation

4. Conducting Monthly Facilitation

5. Conducting Semester Facilitation



ACTIVATE

“It is a system that operates without hiring 

dozens of  staff  people, that regularly sees 100% 

adult participation, that provides a place where 

life-change consistently happens, and that you 

are passionate about.”


